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Abstract
Synchronization

algorithms

of applications

that are efficient

and operating conditions

their performance

depends on unpredictable

designer of a synchronization
to

use for implementing

algorithm

protocols.

Frequently,

that test-and-set protocols

For ex-

previous

research has shown

algorithms

algorithms

that

waiting

Dynamically

choosing protocols

presents a challenge:

and has to allow

for the possibility

different

protocols

that multiple

measurements

We describe

to run-time

use to

changes.

Furthermore,

with mixed levels of contention,

passive algorithms

and awaiting

applications

result in modest performance
gains for fetch-and-op.

choose protocols

multiprocessors

gains for spin locks and

fixed waiting

mechanism.

demonstrated

the utility

However,

selection

to implement

algorithm

the

is respon-

to wait for synchronization

synchronization

leaving

operations

algorithms.

However, synchronization

are efficient

across a wide range of applications

an investigation

the syn-

to software

syn-

algorithms

that

algorithms

algorithm

the synchronization

protocols,
protocols
with

Previous

choosing

of simultaneously

mecha-

choosing

protocols.
protocols

ben-

We leave

and waiting

as future work.

consider the tradeoff
for spin locks.

benefit of dynamically

between test-and-set

The test-and-set

instruction

Although

high contention.

protocol

choosing

and queueing
acquires a lock

and releases the lock with a store

it is a simple
its performance

and efficient

protocol

in the

degrades drastically

under

A remedy is a queueing protocol

software queue of waiters to reduce contention.
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waiting

there has not been

and performance

selecting synchronization

absence of contention,

and a choice of

research [9, 14] has already

of dynamically

research on the feasibility

a test-and-set

instruction.

has a choice of pro-

operation,

that
as a

As an example of the potential

are hard to design

because their performance depends on run-time factors that are hard
to predict, such as contention and waiting times.
a synchronization

algorithms

but that assume spin waiting

to the best of our knowledge,

efits of dynamically

usually provide read-modify-write

for process synchronization,

chronization

implement

of a reac-

into a protocol

The protocol

a protocol

while the waiting

dynamically,

any experimental

thesis of higher-level

algorithm.

mechanisms

in response

the components

This paper focuses on reactive synchronization

show that reactive

Introduction

to

waiting

algorithm

mechanisms

It is decomposed

for choosing

operation,

synchronization

latencies.

nisms.

In particular,

is responsible

time.

levels do not change too frequently.

of several parallel

primitives

1 illustrates

selection algorithm

sible for choosing

with fixed proto-

Figure

and blocking.

depends on waiting

and waiting

algorithm.

synchronization

significant

tocols

factors.

delays. For exam-

include spinning

a reactive

tive synchronization

at all

outperform

mechanism

selects protocols

close to the best static choice of protocols

that contention

Shared-memory

aJgorithm.

depends on the level of contention,

For robust performance,
dynamically

algorithm

algorithms

hardware

Blocking

for locks include test-and-set and queueing
mechanisms

while the best waiting

algo-

reactive algorithms

1

of a reactive synchronization

the best protocol

that reactive

levels of contention.
cols, provided

protocol

demonstrate

a

processes may

at the same time.

preserve correctness in the face of dynamic

Measurements

Switch Spinning

to wait for synchronization

and waiting

Frequently,

efficiently,

the notion of consensus objects that the reactive algorithms

Experimental

protocols,

and message-passing

needs to select and change protocols

mechanisms

ple, candidate protocols

for spin locks and fetch-and-op

reactive algorithm

perform

Spinning

Protocol B Protocol C

Figure 1: The components

queueing protocols

reactive synchronization

that choose among several shared-memory

rithms

Protocol A

the best choice of protocols

choose protocols in response to the level of contention.

be executing

Waiting Algor!thm

Protocol Selection Algorithm

while the opposite is true at high contention.

We describe reactive
protocols.

The

test-and-set protocols

for locks outperform

This paper investigates
dynamically

factors.

operation.

for locks include

depends on the level of contention:
at low contention,

run-time

has a choice of protocols

the synchronization

ample, candidate protocols
and queueing

across a wide range

are hard to design because

that constructs a
However, queuing

comes at the price of a higher latency in the absence of contention
[2, 16]. The right choice between the two protocols
level of contention experienced by the lock.
Figure 2 illustrates
for an acquire-release
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this tradeoff
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ofmacquire-release

contention,

tieoverhead

and release.

processor to awaiting
andacquireit.

Theright

the lock. Thetest-and-set

protocol

contention,

lecting

hasalower

overhead (lOvs.

while the queue protocol

ofcontention

presents a challenge:

to choose and change protocols
lowing

for the possibility

different

protocols

(100vs.

waiting

mechanisms

consensus objects
correct operation

measurements

synchronization
Measurements

show that the reactive algorithms
for spin locks and significant

1. To our knowledge,
chronization
simulator

overhead.

and message-passing
of switching

2

jects, for correctly

This

section reviews

fetch-and-op

that under fixed conFurthermore,

The reactive algorithms

2.1

gains

ponential

the detrimental
backoff

Test-and-set

investigation

protocol,

to reduce syn-

and-set

of consensus ob-

al-

message-passing

Algorithms

effects of memory
that test-and-set

and queuing

algorithms

contention

that

[2, 8, 16].

with randomized

were the most promising

ex-

spin-lock

with

Exponential

Backoff

With

a process requests a lock by repeatedly
instruction

a test-and-set

executing

on a boolean flag until it successfully

processes read-poll

a test-

changes the

known as test-and-test-and-set

the flag and attempt a test-and-set

only when the flag appears to be false. A process releases a lock by
setting the flag to false. To avoid excessive communication

synchronization

protocols at run time. We use the method for dynamically
protocols

the need for reactive

also consider

flag from false to true. In a variation,

selecting

and

protocols.

from a multiprocessor

based on the notion

spin-lock

measurements

for spin locks and fetch-and-op.

The research demonstrated

its advantages.

lecting among several shared-memory

to motivate

5 we will

Passive Spin-Lock

alleviate

contributions:

choosing protocols

In Section

shared-memory

and presents performance

Recent research has resulted in scalable spin-lock

applications

result in modest performance

conventional

algorithms,

of these passive algorithms

close to the best static

objects, each with different

and efficiently

Section 6 considers the overhead

Section 7 concludes the paper.

Motivation

[18], waiting
2. It presents a method,

protocols.

protocols.

Section

of the

in cases where there are

Measurements

measurements

that select between shared-memory

changes.

it is the first experimental

demonstrate

Section 4 presents experimental

5 describes reactive algorithms

gains for fetch-and-op.

of the idea of dynamically

algorithms

while al-

the notion of

of several parallel

This research makes the following

Section 2 reviews

for spin locks and fetch-and-op.

of the reactive algorithms.

protocols

passive algorithms

the low latency of a

at low contention.

and evaluates the performance

mixed levels of contention, reactive algorithms outperform convenwith fixed protocols, provided that contional passive algorithms
tention levels do not change too frequently.

algorithm

tree algorithm

use to help ensure

protocol

perform

of a combining

while maintaining

algorithm

of

the low latency of test-and-set

the notion of consensus objects to help change pro-

tocols efficiently.

se-

gorithms.

a number of different

Both
time to

for spin locks and fetch-and-

Section 3 presents reactive spin lock and fetch-and-op

with

levels of contention.

isthe

needs

that is independent

at any level of contention.

can also outperform

theoverhead

The reactive fetch-and-op

passive algorithms

and introduces

the choice of

We introduce

demonstrate

levels, reactive algorithms

choice of protocols

JeveIs of contention.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
conventional

al-

Dynamically

In contrast,

algorithms

in the face of dynamic

Experimental
tention

reactive

the

section)
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has a

and message-passing

and efficiently,

is a local operation

that

non-combining

processes may be executing

at the same time.

state of other processes in the system.

under high contention

220cycles).

a reactive algorithm

correctly

that multiple

locks at low contention.

thetimetorelease

in response to the level of contention.

protocols

atdifferent

With contention,

achieves the high throughput

the left

processor to notice that the

that choose among shared-memory

protocols

ptir.

queue locks while maintaining

the

This paper presents and analyzes reactive synchronization
gorithms

Useful work(critical

op. The reactive spin lock has the scalable performance

of the lock from
Specifically,

shadedbaris

cycles) when there is no contention,
lower overhead inthepresence

m

3. It has resulted in new algorithms

Without

With

processor.

shaded bar is the time for some waiting
lockisfree

Lockoverhead

lockprotocols

ofmacquire-release

represent the total

shaded bars represent the time topassownership
thereleasing

different

=

a process to another.

the shaded bars on each time-line

time to execute a lock acquire

ptiroftwo

istielatency

acache-coherentdistributed-memo~multiprocessor.

contention,

Time

50

50
I

cycles

—

se-

under high contention,

and message-passing

in between

for spin locks and fetch-and-op.

accesses to the flag.

that randomized
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a waiting

exponential

process introduces
In [2], Anderson

backoff

was an effective

traffic

some delay
demonstrated
method for

selecting

the amount of delay.

and-set with exponential
test-and-test-and-set

Henceforth,

backoff

simply

with exponential

we will

refer to test-

as test-and-set

backoff

simply

locks, and
as test-and-

test-and-set locks.
Queue

Locks

Queue locks explicitly

ersin software.

Memory

spins on a different
nalledwhen

memory

thelock

construct aqueue

isreducedbecause

location

is released.

advantage ofproviding
protocols

contention

weusethe

Queue locks have the additional

fair access to the lock.
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Spin Locks

Several queue lock

by Anderson

and Mellor-Crummey

[2], Graunke

and Scott [16]. Inthis

MCS (Mellor-Crummey

it has the best performance

a4

and only one waiter is sig-

were developed independently

and Thakkar[8],

of wait-

eachwaiter

+
+
*
---

16

paper,

and Scott) queue lock because

8

among the queue locks on our system.

Teat&Set w/ backofl
Teat&Test&Set w/ backofl
MCS Queue Lock
Ideal

t
1

The MCS queue lock maintains a pointer to the tail of a software

248163264
Processors

queue of lock waiters. The lock is free if it points to an empty queue,
and is busy otherwise.

The process at the head of the queue owns the

lock, and each process on the queue has a pointer to its successor.
To acquire a lock, a process appends itself to the tail of the queue. If
the queue was empty, the process owns the lock; otherwise

it waits

for a signal from its predecessor. To release a lock, a process checks
toseeif

ithas

otherwise

awaiting

itempties

successor. If so, it signals that successor,

the queue. See[16]

for forther details.
128

2.2

Passive

Fetch-and-Op

Algorithms
64

Fetch-and-op

is a powerful

primitive

higher-level

synchronization

combinable

[10],

algorithms

operations.

e.g., fetch-and-add,

be used to compute

the operation

in this paper.

Lock- Based

Fetch-a nd-Op

in parallel.

techniques

32

is
can

16

Several software

fetch-and-op.

,

We consider
2

,

48163264
Processors

A straightforward

is to protect the fetch-and-op

lock. In particular,

the operation

Test&Test&Set Lesk Baaed
Queue Lock Based
Software Combining Tree
Ideal

1

the following

exclusion

When
combining

can be used to implement

of fetch-and-op

Fetch-and-Op

that can be used to implement

implementation

variable with a mutual
Figure 3: Baseline performance

either the test-and-set lock or the queue

of passive spin lock and fetch-and-

op algorithms.

lock described above can be used here. To execute a fetch-and-op,
a process acquires the lock, updates the value of the fetch-and-op
variable, and releases the lock.

Software

Combining

mentations

of fetch-and-op

Tree

operations unnecessarily.
be used to compute
combine

multiple

the performance

A drawback

of lock-based

is that they may serialize
Software

combining

the fetch-and-op

operations

operation whenever possible.

from different

the performance

[21 ] can

critical

The idea is to

are combined.

ceeds up the tree with the combined

takes place at

distributing

variable

fetch-and-op

presented by Goodman,

The

Problem

with

Passive

For

with P processors attempting

to perform

at high contention

levels. However,

it is twice as
The

lock has the lowest overhead at low contention
The reason test-and-test-and-set
is because on machines like
broadcast,

without

hardware-supported

occur sequentially.

cache updates or

Test-and-test-and-set

a lock release as read-cached

has the effect

copies of the lock are

serially updated or invalidated. These results indicate that we should
use the test-and-test-and-set
lock when contention is low and the

Algorithms

with passive algorithms

is that they fix their choice

of protocols,

and are thus optimized

for a certain
operation.

for each

for the lock.

Alewife

invalidations

Vernon and Woest in [5].

at the synchronization

contending

Section 4 provides more details on the experiments.

levels, but does not scale well.

for

The problem

tention/concurrency

P processors

does not scale as well as test-and-set

of delaying
2.3

For spin locks,

each data point represents the average overhead in-

test-and-test-and-set

with on the way
tree algorithm

we found.

expensive as the test-and-set lock when there is no contention.

and proceeds down the tree,

up. In this paper, we use the software combining

algorithms

Figure 3 compares

The spin lock results show that the MCS queue lock provides the

operation while the other waits

results to processes that it combined

with

best performance

One of the processes pro-

at that node. When a process reaches the root of the tree, it updates
the value of the fetch-and-op

multiprocessor.

of the best algorithms

curred for each operation
the operation.

the internal nodes of the tree. If two processes arrive simultaneously
at a node, their operations

section

fetch-and-op,

variable is stored in

tree, and combining

of various spin lock and fetch-and-op
of the Alewife

each data point represents the average overhead incurred

processes into a single

The fetch-and-op

the root of a software combining

imple-

fetch-and-op

techniques

in parallel.

on a simulation

MCS queue lock when contention

level of con-

The fetch-and-op

We measured

allelizes
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results

is high.

show that software

the overhead of fetch-and-op:

combining

as contention

par-

(and hence

parallelism)
However,

CIEcl

increases, the average overhead drops. In contrast, the

overhead increases with contention
when contention

large overhead

from

the lock-based

algorithms

is low,

having

contention-dependent

for the lock-based
software

algorithms.

combining

incurs

to traverse the combining

perform

better.

Here again, we have a

choice of algorithms

We would like performance

a

tree, and

o

for fetch-and-op.

to follow

the ideal curves.

will see in Section 4, our reactive algorithms

perform

As we

very close to

Queue Lock

Test&Test&Set Lock

this ideal.

3

/\.

Reactive

Figure4:

Algorithms

The previous section demonstrated
somatically

select protocols

experienced

bya

duce synchronization

overheads.

provides

that au-

Such algorithms

run-time

conditions

In this section,

will

spin lock:

andamodevariable.

a test-and-test-

Themodevaiable

a hint to lock requesters on which sub-lock

ef the multiprocessor.

to re-

different

we first present

Since the performance

synchronization

switching

that selects between a test-and-test-

and the MCS queue lock protocol

reactive algorithm.

of thereactive

to use.

to the level of contention

operation.

from predicting

a reactive spin lock algorithm
and-set protocol

the need for algorithms

according

synchronization

relieve the programmer

Components

and-set lock, aqueuelock,

protocols

crossover points for

are architechrre

dependent, the

policy will have to be tuned for each machine architecture.

However, we emphasize that this tuning is application

as an example

independent.

We then describe an efficient method for dynam-

ically selecting protocols

3.2

based on the notion of consensus objects,

A Reactive

Spin

Lock

and apply the method towards the design of a reactive fetch-and-op
Our reactive spin lock combines

algorithm.

and-set lock with the scalability
queue lock.
3.1

Issues in Dynamically

In designing
multiple

reactive

Selecting

algorithms

synchronization

Protocols

It does so by dynamically

and-test-and-set

that dynamically

protocols,

4 illustrates

select among

protocol

selecting

of the MCS

between the test-

and the MCS queue lock protocol.

the components

of two sub-locks

we have to address three issues:

the low latency of a test-and-testand fairness properties

of the reactive

(a test-and-test-and-set

lock.

Figure

It is composed

lock and an MCS queue

lock), and a mode variable.
1. How does the algorithm

efficiently

use? Since each synchronization
protocol

detect which protocol

Intuitively,

to

Initially,

operation must detect which

to use, this should not incur a significant

the reactive

ciently?

A protocol

change protocols

change involves

state of the reactive algorithm’s
participating

correctly

protocols

3. When should the algorithm

updating

and notifying

change protocols?

and decide if it is profitable

protocol

selection,

while

so that at most one

any

process can successfully

A process releasing

of providing

selection

efficient

is that multiple

lock or the queue lock, independent

A reactive al-

Detecting

is unsuitable

to execute the synchronization

operation

usually

prohibitively

be read-cached

head.

expensive.

to execute different

protocols,

execute the wrong protocol

It assumes that contention

late between extremes so as to require frequent

multipro-

mode changes, the mode variable will
is TTS,

lock.

attempts

whereby

a

it incurs very little

over-

process attempts to acquire

Otherwise,

to acquire

the correct protocol

cutes the protocol

processes

indicated

the reactive algorithm

if the mode variable

the queue

is

lock.

to use can change in between
to when that process exe-

by the mode variable.

However,

ensures that the test-and-test-and-set

since

lock and

queue lock are never free at the same time, processes that execute
the wrong protocol

This optimizes
selected protocol

sub-lock

to

be busy. Such processes will either re-check the mode variable,

will simply

or

receive a retry signal while

levels do not oscilprotocol

The mode variable provides
On a cache-coherent

when a process reads the mode variable

but ensure that only processes that

for the expected common case when the currently
is the right protocol.

and

are allowed to succeed. Processes that
will retry the operation.

to use.

The mode variable is only a hint because there exists a race condition

to use maybe

The solution is to allow multiple

execute the correct protocol

for dy-

a process

of which sub-lock it acquired.

so that checking

If the mode variable

the test-and-test-and-set

processes may be trying

keeping them in constant agreement on the protocol

protocol

cessor, assuming infrequent

the third is a policy

at the same time,

which

a hint on which sub-lock to acquire.

efficient mech-

mechanisms

acquire a sub-lock.

the reactive lock can choose to free either the test-and-test-and-set

QUEUE,

The main difficulty

lock and

queue lock are never free at the same time,

issue.

namic protocol

lock or the queue

ensures that the test-and-test-and-set

the

to switch to another protocol.

The first two issues are concerned with providing

works as follows.

either the test-and-test-and-set

lock. The algorithm

changes are expected.

needs to detect that the current protocol

anisms for dynamic

and effi-

processes of the change. It also needs to be effi-

cient in cases where frequent protocol

gorithm

correctly

algorithm

lock is free, the queue lock is busy,

and the mode variable is set to TTS. A process acquires the reactive

cost.

lock by acquiring
2. How does the algorithm

spin-lock

the test-and-test-and-set

operation

changes.

This assumption holds in the applications that we have looked at so
far. Section 4 will analyze these applications.

Correctly

The third issue of when to switch protocols depends on how
contention levels vary over time, and on the architectural parameters

with a different
and

efficiently

find the corresponding

waiting,

and retry the synchronization

protocol.
changing

protocols.

needs to update the state of the mode variable

sub-locks

consistently

when changing

protocols.

tocol changes to lock holders to ensure atomicity.
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The reactive

algorithm

and the

We restrict proWhen changing

from TTS mode to QUEUE mode, the reactive lock holder changes

the synchronization

the value of the mode variable

consensus object allows a process to decide whether it is executing

to QUEUE, then releases the queue

lock, leaving the test-and-test-and-set

lock in a busy state. When

state of the new protocol

lock, leaving

nization

the queue lock in a busy state.
When

to change

the level of lock contention
unsuitable.

The reactive algorithm

and-set protocol

to the queuing protocol

attempts experienced

lock exceeds a threshold.
the queueing protocol

In the opposite direction,

to the test-and-test-and-set

and updating

lock acquisitions.

and thrashing

alternatives

mode variable

This

at any time.

To change

B, a process acquires atomic access to
protocol

A’s con-

to point to protocol

operation,

B. Finally,

and changes the

it validates

protocol

B’s consensus object and releases it.

this

in this paper, more

at the end of this section.

3.4

A Reactive

Fetch-and-Op

Algorithm

Using

the concept of consensus objects described

signed a reactive algorithm

Our method for efficiently

nization protocols

for dynamic

selecting

protocol

above, we de-

that chooses among

three protocols:

and changing

1. A variable protected by a test-and-test-and-set

selec-

synchro-

lock.

2. A variable protected by a queue lock.

requires that each protocol being selected has the

3. A software combining

properties:

1. Each protocol

Each of these protocols

has a unique object, called a consensus object,

that has to be accessed atomically
protocol.

for fetch-and-op

Objects

We now describe a general mechanism

following

valid protocol.

methods may be desired. We describe several possible

Consensus

tion.

We allow protocol

B’s invalid consensus object, invalidates

the following
3.3

A to protocol

the current state of the synchronization

if a pro-

While

updated.

sensus object and releases it, updates the state of protocol B to reflect

of consecutive

between protocols.

simple method worked well for the experiments
sophisticated

protocol

the

This provides some hysteresis to lessen the like-

of oscillating

and the

only by a process that has acquired atomic

the state of the new protocol

from protocol

it changes from
protocol

cess finds the queue to be empty for some number
lihood

is

when the number of failed

by a process while acquiring

the

ensures that at most one process will be changing the mode variable

The reactive spin lock changes from the test-and-test-

test-and-set

Thus,

the mode variable

access to the consensus object of the currently

estimates

to decide if the current lock protocol

protocol.

that represents the state of the synchro-

operation has to be atomically

changes to be performed

protocols.

another

In order to switch to a new protocol,

to TTS, signals any waiters on the

queue to retry, then releases the test-and-test-and-set

with

the right protocol.

changing from QUEUE mode to TTS mode, the lock holder changes
the value of the mode variable

operation

in order to complete

3.3, allowing

the

satisfies the properties

the reactive fetch-and-op

and changing protocols.

invalid.
of the protocol

after accessing the consensus object, independently
processes that subsequently
3. The state of a protocol
chronization

combining

that represents the state of the syn-

operation is modified

the centralized

selecting

the consensus

variables.

For the
the root

tree.

Detecting

which

algorithm,

a mode variable

protocol

only by a process that has

currently

protocol
in use.

to use.

As in the reactive spin lock

ushers processes to the fetch-and-op
The reactive

most one of the fetch-and-op

atomic access to the consensus object.

for dynamically

tree, the consensus object is the lock protecting

of the combining

of other

access the consensus object.

listed in Section

to use mechanisms

For the first two protocols,

objects are the locks protecting

2. A process must be able to complete execution

algorithm

similar to the reactive spin lock algorithm

This consensus object may be marked as valid or

et al. [5].

tree by Goodman

protocols’

algorithm

ensures that at

consensus objects is valid

at any time. A process that accesses an invalid lock while executing
one of the centralized

The first property eases the task of ensuring that only one protocol is valid at any time. The second property
executes an invalid
of the invalid
of updating

protocol

protocol’s

For the combining

to abort and preserve the consistency

state.

The third property

the state of the newly

valid protocol

The protocols

selected by the reactive spin lock trivially

simply
protocol,

satisfy

lock protocol,

the test-and-test-and-set

the consensus object is

the properties

is selecting among protocols

currently
protocol

protocol,

access the protocol’s invalid consensus object.
process will complete execution of the invalid

with

and efficiently

root

with on the way to the
by proceeding

those waiting

processes to

These processes will in turn notify

with to retry the operation.

changing

access to the currently

protocols.

Only a process

valid consensus object is al-

Recall that when changing

the state of the target protocol

to another

needs to be updated to rep-

resent the current state of the synchronization

operation.

For fetch-

and-op,

the state of the synchronization
operation is the current
value of the fetch-and-op
variable.
In each of the three protocols,

in use. This allows a process to safely
because that process will

operation.

lowed to change protocols.

that satisfy

listed above, then processes do not have to be kept

execute an invalid

retry the fetch-and-op

with exclusive

in constant agreement on the protocol in use. We only need to
ensure that the only valid consensus object is the one associated
with the protocol

tree and notifying

Correctly

lock itself, and for the queue lock

the consensus object is simply the queue lock itself.

If a reactive algorithm

down the combining

processes that they combined

The consensus objects are the locks themselves.

For the test-and-test-and-set

tree, a process that accesses an invalid

root. Thus, that process has to complete the protocol

protocol

changes.

these properties.

simply retries the fetch-and-op

has a set of waiting processes that it combined

eases the task
during

protocols

another protocol.

allows a process that

this state is represented by a variable

ultimately

that is modified

cesses with exclusive access to a protocol’s

At that point, that
protocol and retry

the state of the target protocol
the value of this variable.
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only by pro-

consensus object. Thus

can be easily updated by updating

When

to

rithm

change

The reactive

protocols.

changes from the test-and-test-and-set

queue lock protocol
tempts.

algoto the

of failed

It changes from the queue lock protocol

tree protocol
limit

after some number

fetch-and-op
lock protocol

when the waiting

when a number

reach the root without
fetch-and-op

requests.

for a number

with a sufficient

protocol

worked

requests.

policies
here.

A reactive algorithm

policies

to switch

protocols

to switch

to another protocol
levels.

incurs

Since the decision
lem where decisions
contention

,

1,
1

,
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We

Processors

protocol
Because

bebavior

among protocols.

policies

of

128

Although

64

policies here.

Fetch-and-Op

knowledge

levels, a possible policy is to use competitive
protocols.

With

prob16

of future

I ,

techniques

competitive

of the switching

Teat&Teat&Set Lock Based
Queue Lock Based
Software Combining Tree
Reactwe Fetch-and-Op
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to switch is an instance of an on-line
have to be made without

niques, the worst-case performance

a

is beyond the scope of this

a few alternative

[15] to decide when to switch

256

cost, the decision

described above used hysteresis

of thrashing

mention

fixed

depends on the future

analysis of switching

paper, we briefly

may be desirable.

to a better protocol.

a significant

The algorithms

to reduce the probability
thorough

these
in the

Teat&Set WIbackoff
Test&Test&Set w] backott
MCS Queue Lack
Reactive Lock

Protocols

switching
contention

Again,

that finds itself using a sub-optimal

needs to decide whether

to

described

-6+
++
-B-

!

number of other

well for the experiments

for Switching

Spin Locks

requests

if the queue lock’s queue is empty

describe several alternative

Policies

to the queue

It changes from the queue lock protocol

next section, but more sophisticated

3.5

the reactive

tree protocol

of successive fetch-and-op

criteria

Since the

of successive fetch-and-op

combining

the test-and-test-and-set
simple

In the other direction,

changes from the combining

lock protocol

requests.

time on the queue provides a good esti-

mate of the level of contention.
algorithm

at-

time on the queue exceeds a time

for a number of successive fetch-and-op

queue is FIFO, the waiting

test-and-set

to the combining

policy

,

,
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tech-

Processors

can be

bounded by a constant.
Another

possible policy

average of thehistory
that isoptimal
algorithm

fortheaverage

levels, andselect

contention

level.

a weighted

Figure 5: Baseline pertormarrce

the protocol

level experienced

4.1

Baseline

Performance

thus far.
In this experiment,

4

Experimental

chronization

Results

we measured the overhead

operation

at different

measure used in previous
In this section,

we present experimental

pare the performance
gorithms

multiprocessor
large-scale

measurements

passive algorithms

[1]. The Alewife

multiprocessor

architecture

the right protocol

al-

is representative

with cache-coherent

distributed

research on synchronization

at all levels of contention,

the baseline performance

of a

per synThis is the

algorithms.

succeed in selecting

to use, and are close to the performance

passive algorithms

on the MIT Alewife

incurred

levels of contention.

The results show that the reactive algorithms

that com-

of the reactive spin lock and fetch-and-op

with conventional

al-

too frequently.

can give up on being reactive and use the best

for the average contention

of spin lock and fetch-and-op

gorithms.

Also, the reactive

can detect if mode changes arerequired

If so, the algorithm
protocol

is to use aging to compute

ofcontention

of the best

Figure 5 compares

of the algorithms,

shared

memory. Nodes in the multiprocessor
communicate via messages
through a 2-D mesh network.
Memory is physically distributed

Spin Locks
Each processor executes a loop that acquires the
lock, executes a 100-cycle critical section, releases the lock, and

among

delays for a random period between O and 500 cycles.

the nodes, and cache coherence

LimitLESS

cache coherence protocol
is directly

fetch-and-store

is maintained

[4].

At the time this research was performed,
simulation

frequency.

operational,

Recently,

and we will

a 16-node

the Alewife

machine

is involved:

The delay between
between

a reasonably

small critical

The 100section

protected data has to migrate between

lock

acquisitions

became

forces the lock to migrate

caches when there is contention.

similar to that used by Anderson

assume a processor 33 MHz

present data from experiments

models

caches and it takes about 50 cycles to service a remote cache miss.

multi-

to gather the data pre-

Alewife

section

when contention

We relied on an accurate

of the machine

sented in this section. The simulations
clock

cycle critical

atomic

supported in hardware.

processor was still being implemented.
cycle-by-cycle

using the

Cache-coherent

This test program

is

[2].

Each data point represents the average lock overhead per critical

run on the

section with P processors contending

real hardware in Section 6.

is measured by subtracting
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given zero-overhead

time.

Without

spin locks,

contention,

an acquire-release

pair.

from

times for applications

the actual running

theoverhead

represents the latency of

With contention,

the overhead represents

the time to pass ownership
The reactive algorithm
theone-

andtwo-processor

at all other data points.

data points,

andselects

protocol

using different

fetch-and-op

rithms has a significant

impact on the execution
algorithm

gorithm

select the protocol

Fetch-and-Op

Each processor executes aloopthat

and500

cycles.

Thedelay

fetch-and-increment
is contention.

period

between increment
radix-2 combining

Gamteb

[3] is a photon transport

an input parameter of 2048 particles.

between O

interaction

requests forces the

tree with 641eaves.

contention

were such that the queue-based

op exhibits

the best performance.

for

contention

at one of the counters

the amount

combining

tree. The reactive algorithm

with

of time the test would have taken, given zero-overhead
operations,

from the actual running

algorithm

selected the test-and-test-and-set

the one- and two-processor

data points,

time.

lock-based

op algorithm

combines

data points.

the advantages

protocols:

it has low latency

throughput

when contention

protocol

the queue-based

for the 4-16 processor data points, and the combining
for the 32- and 64-processor

fetch-and-

protocol

The reactive
for

for all the counters.

This allowed

the passive algorithms

protocol

Traveling

Saleaman

salesman problem

of each of its component

extract partially

is low and high

the impact

numbers provide a precise measure of the

of the synchronization

applications
are written
plication,

a deterministic
optimal

algorithms.

in C and parallelized

algorithms
with library

we vary the synchronization

the execution

on several parallel

algorithm

For each ap-

Problem

The combining

trees are radix-2

algorithm.

Processes

explored tours from a global task queue and expand
more partial tours and inserting

them into

TSP solves an 11-city tour. To ensure

amount of work, we seed the best path value with the
for a

operations

Fetch-and-increment

for the fetch-and-increment

depends on the number
the queue-based

synchronize

tree, but the opposite

in this ap-

With

protocol

16 and 32

is superior

to

is true with 64 and 128 pro-

selected the queue-based

at 16 and 32 processors, and the combining

times for the test-and-test-

operation

of processors.

fetch-and-op

cessors. The reactive algorithm

that use

tree protocol

protocol
at 64 and

128 processors.
Adaptive

and have as many leaves

the results show that the choice of fetch-and-op

TSP solves the traveling

access to the queue.

the combining

Quadrature

tion of a fimction

as the number of processors in each experiment.
Overall,

(TS P)

with a branch-and-bound

processes simultaneous

processors,

and-set lock-based fetch-and-op protocol: they were either slightly
better or much worse than the execution times for the queue-based
protocol.

for all of the

concurrent queue in [7] that allows multiple

plication

used and measure

times for applications

We exclude the execution

for the other
to outperform

path. The global task queue is based on an algorithm

Contention

The applications

calls.

the reactive algorithm

a

tree

access to the queue.

time on various numbers of processors.

Figure 6 presents the execution
fetch-and-op.

We now investigate

that use spin locks and fetch-and-op.

selected the combining

that use the same protocol

them, possibly generating

is high.

overheads of the synchronization

was high enough to warrant

tree protocol

Performance

The baseline performance

selected

On 128 processors,

counters.

the queue. In this simulation,
Application

for fetch-and-

for that counter and the queue-based protocol

eight counters.

The reactive fetch-and-

when contention

protocol

at all nine interaction
protocol

The reactive algorithm

P processors contending

operation

increment

4.2

Gamteb updates a set of nine

the queue-based

The overhead is measured by subtracting

based on

Gamteb was run with

counters using fetch-and-increment.

On 32 and 64 processors,
counters

simulation

In this simulation,

per

the operation.

the results,

of each application.

Each data point represents the average overhead incurred
fetch-and-increment

to execute

of having a reactive al-

to use. To better understand

executesa

variable to migrate between caches when there

Weuseda

the utility

thequeueing
Gamteb

then delays for a random

times, and that the

selects the right protocol

we describe the characteristics

the Monte Carlo method.
fetch-and-increment,

algorithms.

in all cases. They demonstrate

at
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Proceaaors
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reactive fetch-and-op

of the lock from one process to another.

selects the test-and-test-and-set

protocol

16

TSP

Figure 6: Execution

taken,

0.0

128
Processors

ceeds by continually
algo-

(AQ)

AQ performs

with the adaptive
subdividing

quadrature

numerical

integra-

algorithm.

It pro-

the range to be integrated
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from a global task queue. Depending

times for applications

on the behavior

tion in that range, the processor may subdivide

of the func-

the range into two

Choleaky

using different

spin lock

Cholesky

Cholesky

mark suite.

It performs

halves, evaluate one half and insert the other into the queue. Here,

definite matrices.

AQ is used to integrate the function

lator limited

(szn(rri))30

The task queue implementation
TSP. However, the computation

queue-based

protocol

in lower contention

for

At 16 and 32 processors,

the

is superior

algorithms.

is also part of the SPLASH
Cholesky

Speed and space limitations

us to factorizing

of parallelism.

factorization

Therefore

In this simulation,
zero elements.

bench-

of the Alewife

simu-

amounts

we do not intend this simulation

to be in-

we factorize

As in MP3D,

MCS lock has a negligible

to the combining

parallel

of sparse positive

small matrices with limited

dicative of the speedup characteristics

grain size of each task in the parallel

operation.

fetch-and-op

in the range (O, 30).

is the same as the one used in

queue are larger compared to TSP, resulting
the fetch-and-increment

16
Processors

of the SPLASH

an 866x866

benchmark.

matrix with 3189 non-

we see that the higher latency of the

impact on execution

times.

tree, but at 64 processors, both the queue-based and combining-tree
protocols

perform

about equally.

The reactive

algorithm

5

selected

Reactive

Algorithms

and

Message-Passing

Protocols

the queue-based protocol at 16 and 32 processors, and the combining
tree protocol

Figure
locks.

We now consider

at 64 processors.

7 presents the execution
Overall,

times for applications

the results show that while

may be a problem

for the test-and-set

Computation

applications

levels

These architectures
passing protocols

of the

over shared-memory

It should be useful for
and at a very fine grain

that perform

locking

frequently

of the SPLASH

[19]. For this simulation,

benchmark

to use message-

operations.

to implement

The advantage

synchronization

is that under high contention,
communication

For example, fetch-and-op

parallel

an opportunity

operations

message-passing

patterns, and atornicity

is

other message handlers [20],

fetch-and-op
MP3Dispart

ab-

easily provided by making message handlers atomic with respect to

such that lock latencies becomes significant.
MP3D

of processing

an interconnection

to bypass the shared-memory

provide

results in more efficient

the reactive spin lock still achieves performance

applications

on top of a collection

for synchronization

of using message-passing

Thus, the reactive spin lock yielded limited

that is close to the best passive algorithm.

for

[11, 12, 17] implement

via messages through
software

shared-

Recent architectures

multiprocessors

abstraction

They allow

that select between

protocols.

straction and access the message layer directly.

benefits over the MCS queue lock.

Nevertheless,

shared-memory

network.

sections for these

are large enough to render the higher latency

scalable

nodes that communicate

levels is not a significant

grain sizes between critical

queue lock insignificant.
performance

high contention

algorithms

and message-passing

the shared-memory

spin

lock, the higher latency of

the MCS queue lock at low contention
factor.

with

reactive

memory

variable

can be implemented

in a memory

location.

by allocating

To perform

the

a fetch-

and-op, a process sends a message to the home processor associated

suite

with that memory

we use problem sizes of 3,000 and 10,000

location.

The message handler

computes

the

particles with thelocking
option turned on. Remeasured
the time
taken for5 iterations. Locks areused in MP3Dfor
atomic updating

operation on that location and returns the result with its reply. This
results in the theoretical minimum of two messages to perform a

for cell parameters, where a cell represents a discretization

of space.

fetch-and-op:

Contention

used for

memory

atomic

atthese

updating

Depending

locks is typically

of collision

low.

Alockisalso

contention

at this lock can be high.

While

test-and-set
particles

On the other hand, the poor scalability

lock significantly

on 64 processors.

test-and-set

lock protocol

increased execution

for atomic updating

tocols more expensive
cols when contention

shared-

messages

variable.

can outperform

under high contention,

correspondthe fixed over-

than corresponding
is low.

shared-memory

proproto-

-Once again, we have a contention-

dependent choice to make between protocols.

of cell parameters,

collision

protocols

protocols

this with

heads of message sends and receives make message-passing

of the

time for 3,000

The reactive lock selected the test-and-

and selected the queue lock for updating

Contrast

that require multiple

of the fetch-and-op

message-passing

ing shared-memory

The higher latency of the MCS queue lock under low contention
was not significant.

for fetch-rmd-op

to ensure atomic updating

counts at the end of each iteration.

on load balancing,

a request and a reply.

protocols

counts.

Using the method based on consensus objects, we designed re-
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changing

protocols
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performance

active algorithms

compm”ng

forspin

sh%ed-memo~md

locks mdfetch-md-op.

select between the shared-memory

algorithms,

we assumed that contention

does not hold.

frequently,

To expose the overhead of

we run a test program

cally switches between phases of no contention
A 16-node Alewife

8:

Protocols

changes. We now investigate the behavior of the reactive algorithms
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message-passingprotocols

Figure

There-

and message-

machine recently became operational,

9 illustrates

how the level of contention

shared-memory

andmessage-passing

protocols.

andamessage-passing

queue lock protocol.

queue lock is implemented

by designating

manager.

aprocess

Torequest

manager andwaitsfor
maintains

alock,

areplygranting

lock, executes a 100-cycle

that select between
Thereactive

selects between a test-and-test-and-set

spin-

execute a fixed number of critical

The message-passing

we plot the execution

the lock

Thelockmanager

test-and-set
fetch-and-op

lock

protocol

message-passing
combining

based protocol,
(described

combining-tree

tree protocol

To execute afetch-and-op,

Ieafof

the tree. After polling

parent.

with,

fetch-and-op

and a

The message-passing

a message handler

todetect

the reactive lock

causes to reactive

lock to

twice.
levels do not vary too frequently

queue lock outperforms

up to the

is performed

Each period

(towards

the

outperforms the MCS queue lock when contention is rare (10% contention). When contention dominates (907. contention), the MCS

relays a message to its

tree where the operation

protocols.

If contention

messages that

andpropagate

to the

along two dimensions:

right end of each graph), the results show that the test-and-set lock

a process sends a message to a
thenetwork

In this way, messages combine

root of the combining

above),

In each graph,

normalized

The number of locks acquired per period controls

switch protocols

uses messages to traverse the combining

tree.

it may combine

has to switch

message-passing

in the example

time of the test program,

the length of a period, and affects how frequently

selects between a test-and-

protocol.

sections.

i) the number of locks acquired in each period (locks per period), and
(% contention).

a centralized

releases the lock, and

ii) the percentage of locks that are acquired under high contention

and release messages in a FIFO manner,
algorithm

section,

MCS queue lock. We vary the test program

a queue of lock requesters and responds to lock request

The reactive fetch-and-op

execute a loop that acquires the

Figure 10 presents the results of this experiment.

a processor as a lock

itthelock.

critical

section,

In the high contention

delays for 250 cycles. We measure the time for the test program to

lock protocol

sends amessageto

varies during

a loop that acquires the lock, executes a 10-cycle critical
phase, 16 processors concurrently

lock algorithm

allowing

phase, a single processor executes

releases the lock, and delays for 20 cycles.

for spin locks and fetch-and-op

that periodi-

and high contention.

this test on the real hardware.

the test. In the low-contention

passing protocols.

active algorithms

with different

commr.mication

levels do not vary between extremes so as to cause frequent protocol

Processors

Figure

MCS queue lock

the reverse may be true on architectures

In designing

I
1

fetch-and-

the numbers show that the message-passing

queue lock is always inferior to the shared-memory
on Alewife,

As a demon-

note that under high contention,

higher throughputs

op protocols.

shared-

of using message-passing

passing fetch-and-op
spondingly

purely

also succeed in select-

for a given level of contention.

of the advantage

memory

of these algorithms.

that select between

these reactive algorithms

ing the right protocol
stration
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tention to force the reactive lock to undergo mode changes.

the test-and-set

reactive lock approaches the performance

on the

passive algorithms.

variable.

In both cases, the

of the better of the two

When there is some mix of low and high con-

tention (soy. contention),

‘2’2

lock.

neither the test-and-set lock nor the MCS

queue lock has a clear advantage over the other.
selecting the better protocol,
test-and-set
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the reactive lock outperforms

both the

and MCS qtreue locks.
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